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Hi. I’m Christopher McNabb and today I’m going to be talking about Secrets Management - What it is and how we are using it to keep our applications secure.



Secrets Management

Secrets management refers to the tools and methods 
for managing digital authentication credentials, 
including passwords, keys, APIs, and tokens for use 
in applications, services, privileged accounts and 
other sensitive parts of the IT ecosystem.

Here is a definition of Secrets Management.  Boiled down it means using technology to ensure that applications have ready access to the secrets they need to function 
while keeping those secrets secure.



Secrets Management

• Secrets are encrypted on disk and in transit 
• Secrets can be dynamically generated on-demand 
• Access to secrets is tightly controlled 
• Integration with other services such as AWS and 

gitlab

Why Hashicorp Vault?

In enterprise systems we are using Hashicorp Vault to manage our secrets because it is encrypted from end to end, secrets can be dynamically created on demand, 
access to secrets is tightly controlled and it is well integrated with other services that we use.



Types of Secrets Stores

• Key - Value 

• Database  

• AWS IAM

The types of secret stores we manage are key-value pairs, database credentials, and AWS IAM credentials.  



Key/Value Pairs

• Usually contain keys for a username and a password 

• Can include other keys such as a url, notes, or other information

Key value pairs usually contain usernames and passwords. They can include other information as well.



Key/Value Pairs

This is what it looks like when you read a key-value secret from Vault.  This is a KV Version 2 secret which means it has version control and the ability to roll back 
unintended changes.  There are a few top level fields.  The important one is “data” which has the subfields “data” (yes, again) and “metadata”.  The data subfield 
contains the actual values you want to read.  If you take a look at the “foo” field in this example you will notice that it has subfields of it’s own.  The “metadata” field 
contains information about the secret itself - when it was created, its version, and so on. 



Database Secrets

 Static Roles:  One to one mapping of a database user and a Vault 
database role.  Vault rotates the database user password on a 
configurable period of time.

Vault database secret engines allow vault to manage database credentials.  In Vault there are two database secret types - static and dynamic.  Static roles have a one-to-
one mapping to a database user.  Vault rotates the database user’s password on a predetermined regular basis.



Database Static Role

This is what it looks like when you read a static database secret.  Again, there are several top level fields including the data field.  In the data field we have the time of the 
last password rotation, the password itself, how often in seconds the password is rotated, how long before the password is rotated again, and the username.  Using one 
of these secrets the only thing your application needs to know before run-time is how to connect to the database.  It can read the username and password from Vault 
when it starts.



Database Credentials

Dynamic Roles:  Vault creates database users on-demand with 
appropriate database privileges.  The created database user’s 
credentials are returned to the requestor.  Automatically dropped 
when the lease expires or is revoked

Dynamic roles are like static roles except that Vault creates the database user on demand.  After a predetermined period of time the user is automatically removed from 
the database.



Database Dynamic Role

In a dynamic database role Vault logs into the database with a user that has just enough privileges to create another user.  It creates a new user with the grants that it 
needs to do its job and returns those database credentials to the requester.  When the lease_duration expires or the lease is revoked Vault will connect to the database 
and issue commands to drop the user in a safe way.  The application can make use of the lease_id value to revoke its own access once its work is done.



AWS Credentials
• Vault generates AWS access credentials dynamically 

• Iam user 

• Assumed role 

• Returns an access key, secret key, and session token 

• Time-based and automatically revoked when the Vault lease 
expires.

We use the Vault AWS secrets engine to manage IAM Users and assumed roles.  These are created on demand and have a predetermined time to live.  Once the time to 
live has expired they are deleted.  



AWS Credentials

This is an example of the data returned from a Vault dynamic IAM role.  Again, we get the lease_id so we can revoke it once we are done with our work.  In the data field 
we have the access_key, secret_key, and a security token (which is null in this case). 



Types of Secrets Stores

• Key - Value 

• Database  

• AWS IAM

So, we have those three types of secrets.  How do we control who can actually see them?  We use policies.



Policies

Policies provide a declarative way to grant or forbid 
access to paths and operations in Vault.

• Path based 
• Default deny 
• A token may have more than one attached policy 
• In the case of conflicting policies the most restrictive applies. 

Policies are attached to Vault tokens to grant access to Vault resources.  A token can have more than one attached policy so that privileges can be grouped by what 
needs to be accessed.  If the there is a conflict in the attached policies - such as one granting read and update on a particular path but the other granting only read on 
that path - then the most restrictive policy applies.  In this case that would be read only.



Policies
A policy that allows reading the sw-read database role, to list the 
‘kv’ secrets mount, and to both list and read secrets within the ‘kv’ 

secrets mount.

This is an example of a policy that allows reading the sw-read dynamic database role, to list whats in the kv path and to list and read everything under the kv path.  



Authentication Methods

Perform authentication and assign identity and a set 
of policies to a user. Always return a token.

Authentication Methods authenticate users and generate a token with the policies the user needs attached to it.  We are currently supporting authentication using 
Application Roles, CI_JOB_JWTs from code.vt.edu, Common Platform service accounts, and AWS EC2 Instances and Roles.



Authentication Methods
Tokens

• Every Vault action requires a token 
• Can be scoped to one or more network ranges 
• Have a predetermined time to live but can be renewed up 

to a maximum time to live. 
• A token has one or more attached policies.  

Authentication methods return a token on success.  Every Vault action except login requires a token.  Tokens can be scoped to one or more network ranges and have a 
predetermined time to live but can be renewed up to a predetermined maximum. Tokens can also be created manually outside of an authentication method.  There aren’t 
a lot of use cases for manually created tokens but one of those would be if your CICD engine doesn’t have any other way to login to Vault.  In our Jenkins 
implementation, for example, a manually created token is used to create Application Role secret IDs to be passed to applications during deployment.  Tokens always 
have one or more policies attached to them. 



Application Roles
An application role represents a set of Vault policies 
and login constraints that must be met to receive a 

token with those policies. 

An application role represents a set of Vault policies and login constraints that must be met to receive a token.  These constrains can include the IP address range that 
can request a secret-id, how many times the secret-id can be used, the IP address range that can use the secret-id to login to vault, how many times the resultant token 
can be used, where it can be used from, how long it can be used for.



Application Roles

The top example shows using the Vault command line to read the role_id for an approle.  The role_id is a static value that is similar to a username.  It can be either baked 
into an application or provided to an application at runtime.  The secret_id is a dynamic value that is similar to a password.  It is created upon request and has a time to 
live and a limited number of times it can be used.  It’s creation and usage can be restricted to specific IP address ranges.  These ranges do not have to be the same so 
the secret-id can be created by one system and passed to another system for usage.  The bottom example shows how to generate a secret-id.  This is done with a write 
statement. The -f option forces the write since there is no accompanying data to be written.  As you can see this secret-id must be used within one minute.



Application Roles

In this example we use the vault command line tool to generate a token from a role-id and secret-id.  The token itself is returned in the auth.client_token field.  This token 
would be used by applications to read their secrets from Vault. Other information, such as the policies attached to the token and how long it is valid for are also returned.  
The auth.accessor value can be useful for troubleshooting issues since it can be used by Vault administrators to look up information about the token without having to 
actually have the token.



JWT Roles

JWT roles are used to authenticate from gitlab runners 
in code.vt.edu

• Uses the $CI_JOB_JWT gitlab variable 
• Can be bound to a namespace, a project, a branch, a tag, a user, 

or any of the values included in the JWT

JWT roles allow for authentication using a JWT.  The gitlab implementation on code.vt.edu provides a CI_JOB_JWT value to every pipeline job it runs.   The Vault JWT 
role can be bound to one or more gitlab users, namespaces, projects, branches or tags.  

http://code.vt.edu


JWT Roles

In this example we use terraform to define a role that is scoped to just the es/database/dcss-space-weather project.  Tokens generated by this role live for one minute 
but can be renewed for up to an hour.  Since the maximum number of uses isn’t specified they can be used any number of times until  they expire.   The policy attached 
to the token allows the application to read just database credentials from the sw-write Vault database role



Kubernetes Roles

The Kubernetes auth method is used to authenticate 
to Vault from the Common Platform.

• Vault Kubernetes auth roles are defined using the platform-
access terraform module in the es/Vault/config repository 

• The vault-secret-syncer helm chart is used to configure the 
platform tenant resources that read required secrets and make 
them available to the application

Vault Kubernetes roles allow authentication from Kubernetes service accounts.  For the common platform Vault Kubernetes auth roles are defined using the a platform-
access terraform module  In the common platform tenant the vault-secret-syncer helm chart is used to configure the resources that read required secrets and make them 
available to the application



Kubernetes Roles

On the left we see a terraform definition for a Vault Kubernetes role that allows the nis-vttrack-dvlp Tenant to read the secret it need to pull images from dtr.  On the right 
is the helm chart that is used to deploy vault-secret-syncer into the tenant.  It specifies the Vault role to be used, the path to the secret in Vault, and which keys it needs 
from the secret.



AWS Auth Method

The AWS auth method provides for authenticating 
from EC2 Instances and IAM Roles

For our AWS based resources we use the AWS Auth method to connect from EC2 Instances and IAM Roles.



AWS EC2 Instances

Logging in from an EC2 instance is a little involved.  In this Ansible example we first login to the instance’s metadata endpoint and then retrieve the instance’s PKCS7 
token.  With the instances pkcs7 token in hand we issue a login to Vault and save the returned token data to our home directory.  On the first login part of that data is a 
nonce value that is required for all subsequent logins from that instance.



AWS EC2 Instances

This is an example of the data returned from an EC2 instance login.  The token is in the auth.client_token field.  The auth.metadata.nonce value must be saved for future 
logins from the instance.



Example

Authenticating to Vault with a code.vt.edu CI_JOB_JWT 
and getting credentials for a dynamic database user.  

Then using those credentials to login to a database and 
insert CSV based data from the internet into a table.

I have an example of using Vault to provide secrets at runtime to an application.  This example will download a CSV file of solar flare data from the internet, login to vault, 
get dynamic database credentials, and use them to upload the solar flare data into a postgres table.



How to Get Vault

Access to Vault can be requested from the Service Now 
catalog.  You can find it in the Service Offerings tab 
under Security->Secrets & Password Management 

Vault is available as a requestable service in the service now catalog.



How to Get Vault


